Abstract. Let K be a subfield of R. The theory of the ordered K-vector space R expanded by a predicate for Z is decidable if and only if K is a real quadratic field.
Introduction
It has long been known that the first order theory of the structure (R, <, +, Z) is decidable. Arguably due to Skolem [13] 1 , the result can be deduced easily from Büchi's theorem on the decidability of monadic second order theory of one successor [3] 2 , and was later rediscovered independently by Weispfenning [17] and Miller [9] . However, a consequence of Gödel's famous first incompleteness theorem [4] states that when expanding (R, <, +, Z) by a symbol for multiplication on R, the theory of the resulting structure (R, <, +, ·, Z) becomes undecidable. This observation gives rise to the following natural and surprisingly still open question:
How many traces of multiplication can be added to (R, <, +, Z) without making the first order theory undecidable?
Here, building on earlier work of Hieronymi and Tychonievich [8] and Hieronymi [7] , we will give a complete answer to this question when traces of multiplication is taken to mean scalar multiplication by certain irrational numbers. To make this statement precise: for a ∈ R, let λ a : R → R be the function that takes x to ax. Denote the structure (R, <, +, Z, λ a ) by S a .
Theorem A. The theory of S a is decidable if and only if a is quadratic.
A real number is quadratic if it is the solution to a quadratic equation with rational coefficients. Theorem A is a dichotomy for expansions of (R, <, +, Z) by scalar multiplication by a single real number. This raises the question whether there is a similar characterization for expansions where scalar multiplication is added for every element of some subset of R. Note that if 1, a, b are Q-linear independent, (R, <, +, Z, λ a , λ b ) defines both Za and Zb, and thus by [8, Theorem C] full multiplication on R. On the other hand, whenever a, b are irrational and 1, a, b are Q-linear dependent, S a defines the function λ b . We immediately get the following result as a corollary of Theorem A and [8, Theorem B. Let S ⊆ R. Then the structure (R, <, +, Z, (λ b ) b∈S ) defines the same sets as exactly one of the following structures: (i) (R, <, +, Z), (ii) (R, <, +, Z, λ a ), for some quadratic a ∈ R \ Q, (iii) (R, <, +, ·, Z).
The three cases are indeed exclusive. Using the results in [17] or [9] , one can show that (R, <, +, Z) does not define any dense and codense subset of R, while the structures in (ii) do 3 . Theorem B can be restated in terms of vector spaces.
Theorem C. Let K be a subfield of R. The theory of the ordered K-vector space R expanded by a predicate for Z is decidable if and only if K is a quadratic field.
The work in this paper is mainly motivated by purely foundational concerns. However, the structure (R, <, +, Z) and the decidability of its first order theory have been used extensively in computer science, in particular in verification and model checking. Our Theorem A gives decidability in a larger language, and one might hope that the increase in expressive power leads to new applications there. One should mention however that for irrational a, the structure S a defines a model of the monadic second order theory of one successor by [7, Theorem D] . Thus any implementation of the algorithm determining the truth of a sentence in S a is limited by the high computational costs necessary to decide a statement in the monadic second order theory of one successor
Here is an outline of the proof of Theorem A. By [8, Theorem B] , S a defines full multiplication on R, and hence its theory is undecidable whenever a is not quadratic. To establish Theorem A, it is enough to show that the theory of S a is decidable for quadratic a. We note that for every quadratic a, there is d ∈ Q such that S a and S √ d define the same sets. By [7, Theorem A] the theory of (R, <, +, Z, Z √ d) is decidable. Thus Theorem A can now easily be deduced from the following result.
For ease of notation, we denote (R, <, +, Z, Za) by R a . Theorem D is not the first results of this form. Let ϕ := 1+ √ 5 2 be the golden ratio. Then [7, Theorem B] states that R ϕ defines multiplication by ϕ. The proof of this result depends heavily on the fact that the continued fraction expansion of ϕ is [1; 1, . . . ]. To prove Theorem D, we build on this earlier work in [7] , but have to add extra arguments coming both from the theory of continued fractions and from definability. In Section 4 of [7] it is shown that the representations in the Ostrowski numeration system based on a of both natural numbers and real numbers are definable in R √ d . The Ostrowski numeration system is a non-standard way to represent numbers based on the continued fraction expansion of a. In Section 2 we recall the basic definitions and results about this numeration system. In Section 3, after reminding the reader of some of the previous results in [7] , we prove that λ √ d is definable in R √ d . The main step in the proof is to realize that using theorems about the continued fraction expansions of √ d, multiplication by √ d can be expressed in terms of certain shifts in the Ostrowski representations and scalar multiplication by rational numbers. Most of the work in Section 3 will go into showing that these shifts are definable.
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Notation. We denote {0, 1, 2, . . . } by N. Throughout this paper definable will mean definable without parameters.
Continued fractions
In this section, we recall some basic definitions and results about continued fractions. In particular, the definition of Ostrowski representation is reviewed. For more details and proofs of the results, we refer the reader to Rockett and Szüsz [12] .
A continued fraction expansion [a 0 ; a 1 , . . . , a k , . . . ] is an expression of the form
The k-th difference of a is defined as
Maybe the most important fact about the convergents we will use, is that both their nominators and denominators satisfy the following recurrence relation. 
We directly get that for
We will now introduce a numeration system due to Ostrowski [10] . 
We call the representation of a natural number N given by Fact 2.4 the Ostrowski representation of N based on a. Of course, we will drop the reference to a whenever a is clear from the context. If ϕ is the golden ratio, the Ostrowski representation based on ϕ is better known as the Zeckendorf representation, see Zeckendorf [18] . We will also need a similar representation of a real number. 
, and b k < a k for infinitely many odd k.
Square roots of rational numbers. So far, we have only introduced facts about continued fractions that were already used in [7] . In order to extend the results from that paper, we will now recall some theorems about continued fractions for square roots of rational numbers. For the following, fix d ∈ Q such that d = c 2 for all c ∈ Q. When we refer p k , q k , β k and ζ k , we mean the ones given by the continued fraction expansion of √ d. In [7] we used the fact that the continued fraction expansion of quadratic numbers is periodic. Here we need the following stronger statement for √ d. 
Our proof of Theorem D depends crucially on the following connection between the two sequences (p k ) k∈N and (q k ) k∈N .
The statement follows from the irrationality of √ d. 
Proof. By the periodicity of the continued fraction expansion of √ d and Fact 2.2, it is easy to check that we can find r 1 , r 2 , s 1 , s 2 , t 1 , t 2 ∈ Z such that for every k ∈ N q km+i = r i,1 · q km + r i,2 · q km−1 ,
Combining the previous equations, we get that for every k ∈ N
For purely periodic continued fraction expansions, like the one of the golden ratio ϕ, there is an even stronger connection between the p k 's and the q k 's. In that case, q k+1 = p k . This fact was used in [7] to show the definability of λ ϕ in R ϕ . In the next section, we will prove that the weaker statement of Corollary 2.8 is enough to establish the definability of λ √ d . Fact 2.9. The following equation holds:
Proof. As in the proof of [12, Lemma III.2.2], we get ζ 1 · · · ζ m+1 = q m ζ m+1 + q m−1 . The statements of the Fact follows directly from (2.1).
The definability of λ ζ1···ζm+1 in S √ d is a direct consequence. Because of the periodicity of the continued fraction expansion of √ d and Fact 2.3, we also get
Hence multiplying a real number
corresponds to an m-shift in the Ostrowski representation of z.
Defining scalar multiplication
Let d ∈ Q. In this section we prove that R √ d defines λ √ d . We can easily reduce to the case that √ d / ∈ Q. Since R a and R qa are interdefinable for non-zero q ∈ Q and the set of squares of rational numbers is dense in R ≥0 , we can assume that 1.5 < a < 2. By Fact 2.6, the continued fraction expansion of √ d is of the form
Denote the length of the period by m and set s := max a i . From now on only the structure R √ d is considered. Whenever we say definable, we mean definable in this structure.
Preliminaries. We now recall the necessary results from Section 4 of [7] . Everything stated in this subsection is either explicitly stated in [7] or can be obtained by minor modifications.
We denote this interval by I.
By
By [7, Lemma 4.3] f is definable. Let the function g : V → R 2 be defined by
As pointed out in the statement after [7, Definition 4.5], this function is definable. We will use the abbreviation
We define
and for i ∈ {1, . . . , s}
Since the successor function on V is definable, the set E i is definable for each i ∈ {0, . . . , s}. With the same proof we get the following minor generalization of [7, Lemma 4.11] . 
Defining shifts. We now start to extend the results from [7] . In order to define multiplication by √ d, we have to show that certain shifts are definable.
Lemma 3.5. Let n ∈ N >1 and j ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Then the set
Proof. Let c ∈ I be the unique element of I such that (
It follows easily from Fact 3.4 and n > 1 that such a c exists. Since every element of V is definable, so is c. It is easy to verify that
Hence V j,n is definable.
Set t := max{m, 2}.
Note that B j is definable. By Fact 3.4 and the definition of f , we immediately get the following Lemma.
Since we chose t to be at least 2, we can find for each finite
is the Ostrowski representation of n. Hence there is a natural bijection between B i and the set of finite subsets of N. This is the only place where we need that t ≥ 2. We now use this observation to define a shift between B i and B j when j = i + 1 mod t.
Definition 3.8. Let i, j ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1} such that j = i + 1 mod t. Let S i : B i → B j map x ∈ B i to the unique y ∈ B j such that
It follows easily from the remark after Lemma 3.7 that the unique y ∈ B j in the above Definition always exists. Since B i and E 1 are definable, so is S i . Moreover, note that the function S i is simply a shift by one in the Ostrowski representation.
The following Lemma makes this statement precise.
Lemma 3.9. Let i, j ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1} such that
It is worth pointing out that the sum k b k+1 q k+1 is only the Ostrowski representation of l, because being in B i implies that all b k are in {0, 1} and that whenever b k = 1, then b k−1 = 0. In general, when we take an Ostrowski representation and shift it as in Lemma 3.9, there is no guarantee that the resulting sum is again an Ostrowski representation. However, in order to define multiplication by √ d, we will have to make shifts that may results in sums that are not Ostrowski representations. Towards that goal, we will now introduce a new definable object C which in a way made precise later, contains all Ostrowski representations and is closed under shifts. Definition 3.10. For l ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1}, define (c 0 , . . . , c t−1 )) → max{j :
In the following, we will often work with an element c = (c 0 , . . . , c t−1 ) ∈ C, where c i is assumed to be in C i . When we refer to c i,j , as is done in the definition of T , we will always mean the j-th coordinate of c i . Note that for every z ∈ V there is a unique i ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1} such that z ∈ V i,t . Hence for that i, we immediately get from the definition of T that for every c ∈ C T (z, c) = max{j :
Thus the conjunction in the definition of T can be dropped if i is assumed to satisfy z ∈ V i,t .
Lemma 3.11. Let α : N → {0, . . . , s} be a function that is eventually zero. Then there is a unique c ∈ C such that
Proof. By the remark after Lemma 3.7, we can find for each j ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1} and for each finite X ∈ P(N) an element n √ d ∈ B j such that k ∈ X if and only if
The statement of the Lemma follows easily.
As a Corollary of Lemma 3.11 we get that the set of Ostrowski representation can be embedded into C.
Corollary 3.12. Let n ∈ N and k b k+1 q k be the Ostrowski representation of n. Then there is a unique c ∈ C such that
By Corollary 3.12 the unique c in the preceding definition indeed exists. Note that R is definable. The motivation for the definition of C was to be able to define shifts.
Definition 3.14. Let S : C → C be given by
For l ≥ 1 we denote the l-th compositional iterate of S by S l . The following Lemma shows that the function in S is indeed a shift operation with respect to T .
Proof. Let c = (c 0 , . . . , c t−1 ) ∈ C. Let i, l ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1} such that k = i mod t and l = i + 1 mod t. By Definition of S i , we have that for j ∈ {1, . . . , s}
After showing that N √ d can be embedded into C and that there is a definable shift operation, the next step is to recover natural numbers and real numbers from C. Therefore, we define the following two functions. f (c i,j ).
As is made precise in the following Proposition, one should think of the image of C under Σ u and F u as the set of numbers that can be expressed (not necessarily uniquely) in some generalized Ostrowski representation.
Proposition 3.17. Let u = (u 0 , . . . , u t−1 ) ∈ Q t and n ∈ N such that k b k+1 q k is the Ostrowski representation of n. Then
and
Proof. By Corollary 3.12, we have that
by c = (c 0 , . . . , c t−1 ). Then we have for each k ∈ N, i ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1} and j ∈ {1, . . . , s} that
With the same argument, the reader can check that
We can easily deduce the statement of the Lemma from the definitions of Σ and F .
Proof of Theorem D. We are now ready to prove Theorem D. We combine Equation 2.2 and Corollary 2.8 with technology developed in the previous subsection, to show that the restrictions of λ √ d to N and to f (N √ d) are definable. Using arguments from [7] we concluded that λ √ d is definable. Lemma 3.18. Let n ∈ N. Then
Proof. Let k b k+1 q k be the Ostrowski representation of n. By Equation 2.2, Fact 2.9 and Proposition 3.17
Proof. Let a := q m and b := q m−1 + a 0 q m . By Lemma 3.18 and the injectivity of f , the restriction of λ (a
Hence the restriction of
Lemma 3.20. There are v, w ∈ Q t such that for every n ∈ N
Proof. Let v, w ∈ Q t be given by Corollary 2.8.
Proof. By Lemma 3.20 the restriction of
Proof of Theorem D. Here we follow the argument in the proof of [7, Theorem 5.5] . First note that it is enough to define λ √ d on R ≥0 . Let Q :
. It is immediate that Q is well-defined and that Q and λ 
Optimality and open questions
1. We do not know whether Theorem D holds when √ d is replaced by an arbitrary real number a, even in the case when a is quadratic. By [7, Theorem A] we know for quadratic a that the theory of (R, <, +, Z, Za) is decidable. However, when a is non-quadratic not much is known.
2. Let a ∈ R \ Q. Let x a : R → R map x to x a if x > 0 and to 0 otherwise. An isomorphic copy of S a is definable in the structure (R, <, +, ·, 2 Z , x a ). But by [5, Theorem 1.3] the latter structure defines Z and hence its theory is undecidable, even if a is quadratic.
3. Questions considered in this paper can also be asked for Q instead of Z. By Robinson [11] the structure (R, <, +, ·, Q) defines Z and therefore its theory is undecidable. On the other hand, (R, <, +, Q) is modeltheoretically very well behaved, see van den Dries [15] , and its theory is decidable. So here we can also ask: how many traces of multiplication can be added to the latter structure without destroying its tameness? To the author's knowledge, expansions of (R, <, +, Q) by scalar multiplication have not been studied in the literature. Since it is not easy to define Z from Q, it seems reasonable to expect that adding scalar multiplication might not as easily yield undecidability in this setting. As evidence, note that by [6, Theorem A] there is a non-algebraic a ∈ R such that (R, <, +, ·, 2 Q , x a ) is well behaved from a model theoretic point of view. However, this structure obviously defines an isomorphic copy of (R, <, +, Q, λ a ). Hence the latter structure inherits some of the tameness properties of the former.
